For more than 40 years, Kubota Tractor has been manufacturing and providing top quality tractors and construction equipment to people all across America. We are now pleased to offer a variety of Kubota toy tractors, collectibles, construction equipment, utility vehicles and more to our smaller, but very significant, customers.

Kubota fans of all ages will appreciate the intricate detail, accuracy and design of each toy reflecting those qualities of real tractors and equipment. In addition, all Kubota toys are constructed with durability, longevity and safety in mind.

Kubota is committed to providing our customers with a sense of accomplishment and confidence. These toys will provide hours of fun and excitement, and present a great opportunity for developing brand loyalty at an early age.

Wall Fixtures
Present toys in organized, attention-getting format
Pickup Truck with Trailer & L6060 Farm Tractor
Item No. 77700-05492
- L6060 Farm Tractor features realistic lights and sound (AAA batteries included)
- Made from durable plastic
- Movable plastic tires
- Enclosed cab with clear, plastic window
- Play with all three pieces together or separately
- Detachable trailer with ramps that raise and lower for easy loading/unloading of the L6060 Tractor
- Includes one each: Pickup Truck, Trailer and L6060 Farm Tractor

L6060 Tractor with Loader & Backhoe
Item No. 77700-03889
- Hours of fun and excitement can be yours with this remote controlled tractor
- Simple, easy to operate remote for forward, backward, left and right movements, also raises and lowers front bucket
- Durable molded construction for indoor and outdoor use
- Fully functional arms with pivoting bucket/backhoe
- Side stabilizer bars manually raise and lower like a real tractor
- Working headlights

Remote Controlled L6060 with Loader & Backhoe
Item No. 77700-05489
- Brand, easy to operate remote controls for forward, backward, left and right movements, also raises and lowers front bucket
- Durable molded construction for indoor and outdoor use
- Fully functional arms with pivoting bucket/backhoe
- Side stabilizer bars manually raise and lower like a real tractor
- Working headlights

L6060 Farm Tractor with Spreader
Item No. 77700-05494
- L6060 Farm Tractor features realistic lights and sound (AAA batteries included)
- Made from durable plastic
- Movable plastic tires
- Enclosed cab with clear, plastic window
- Spreader bin features movable dispensing spout

M5-111 with Rake, Disc Mower & Hay Bale Trailer
Item No. 77700-06293
- Durable molded construction
- Movable rubber wheels
- Rakes actually rotate
- Highly detailed with authentic Kubota logos and colors
- Buttons operate engine or horn sound effect and lights
- Includes one each: Kubota M5-111 Tractor, Baler, Trailing Mower Conditioner and Rotary Rake

Monster Tractor
Item No. 77700-03895
- This Monster Tractor comes to life with the push of a button, activating flashing lights and realistic tractor sounds
- 3 “LR44” batteries included so the fun can start right away!
- Oversized tires for handling the toughest terrain
- Durable molded construction is tough enough for indoor or outdoor play
**TRACTORS**

**M135GX** Item No. 77700-03630
- 1:24
- Durable molded construction
- Life-like detail and graphics
- Great for play or your collection
- Includes hay bales and crates containing corn, tomatoes and potatoes

**M9960 Plush Toy** Item No. 77700-05506
- Your child will adore the softness of this M9960 Plush Toy
- 6” wide x 7.5” high x 8” long
- Brightly colored, machine washable material
- For ages 6 months to 8 years

**Tractor & Wagon Set** Item No. 77700-03892
- 1:32
- Durable molded construction
- Life-like detail and graphics
- Great for play, your collection or a gift!
- Enjoy hours of pretend fun and play with this durable Kubota farm toy
- Both the M5-111 tractor and wagon feature free moving tires

**M135GX & M5-111 Pull-Back Tractors**
- M135GX Item No. 77700-03522
- M5-111 Item No. 77700-06303
- Pull back and let go reverse-wind spring motor provides loads of fun for your little one!
- Movable front loader
- Metal axle and movable rubber tires

**L6060 Mini Monster** Item No. 77700-05491
- Friction motor for smooth operation—no batteries needed!
- Rugged die cast construction for indoor and outdoor fun
- Oversized tires for handling tough terrain
- Fire up your child’s imagination with this L6060 Mini Monster

**Truck & Tractor Set** Item No. 77700-03894
- 1:43
- Durable molded construction
- Life-like detail and graphics
- Great for play or your collection
- Includes hay bales and crates containing corn, tomatoes and potatoes
COLLECTIBLES

L200 Serialized Die Cast
Item No. 77700-05571
- Highly detailed model of the first and original L200 Kubota tractor sold in America
- Limited Edition—2,500 units, each featuring an engraved, numbered brass plate
- Authentic tire tread design
- Sturdy die cast construction will retain its durability and great looks for years to come

M9960 Tractors
Item No. 77700-06161
With Loader Item No. 77700-06196
- Die cast construction for years of lasting durability
- Intricate, accurate detail includes rear hitch for farm implement attachment
- High quality painted finish and logos, a true classic that you will want for your collection
- Movable rubber tires

M135GX Collectible Tractors
Item No. 77700-04495
With Loader Item No. 77700-04496
- A must-have addition to your collection
- Extremely detailed inside and outside, down to the cab interior
- High quality, rugged die cast construction
- Movable rubber tires
- Loader bucket moves up, down and tilts (77700-04496 only)

M5-111 Tractor
Item No. 77700-06464
- Striking detail and scale accuracy inside and out
- Rugged die cast construction for lasting value and durability
- Fully functional front bucket loader
- Movable rubber tires

M135GX Collectible Tractors
Item No. 77700-04495
With Loader Item No. 77700-04496
- A must-have addition to your collection
- Extremely detailed inside and outside, down to the cab interior
- High quality, rugged die cast construction
- Movable rubber tires
- Loader bucket moves up, down and tilts (77700-04496 only)

R630 Wheel Loader
Item No. 77700-06130
- Rugged die cast construction with highly detailed features and finish
- Fully functioning bucket loader raises/lowers and tilts
- Articulating front end pivots 80° just like the real tractor
- Movable treaded rubber tires
KX080-4 Collectible Excavator
Item No. 77700-06468
• You’ll be proud to own this incredible collectible with it’s fully functional boom arm and bucket
• No detail missed on this rugged piece of die cast equipment, down to cables, hoses and hydraulics
• Cab rotates 360° and front shovel moves up/down and left/right
• Movable rubber tracks

KX018-4 Collectible Excavator
Item No. 70000-05003
• Highly detailed and accurate scale model
• Rugged die cast construction
• Body rotates 360°
• Fully functional boom arm with pivoting bucket
• Movable rubber tracks
• Front blade moves up/down and left/right

SVL75-2 Track Loader
Item No. 77700-06467
• High quality materials for lasting strength and performance
• Movable rubber tracks
• Bucket moves up and down and tilts just like the real machine

Z125S Kommander Zero Turn Mower
Item No. 77700-06465
• Combination of durable materials provides years of lasting quality
• Accurate scale design with detailed features and graphics
• Mower blades on bottom spin
• Movable rubber tires

T1870 Lawn Tractor
Item No. 70000-00356
• Highly detailed features and graphics
• Durable and rugged die cast, plastic and rubber construction
• Steering wheel really does operate front wheels
• Lift up hood reveals detailed engine compartment
• Flip it over and see the two mower blades—they even spin!
• Movable rubber tires
**COLLECTIBLES**

**RA2071S Collectible Twin Rotary Rake**
Item No. 77700-05697
- Durable and rugged die cast, plastic and rubber construction
- A collectors model you will cherish, featuring intricate detail and finish
- Rotary rake assembly really does move 360°
- Movable rubber tires

**DM2032 Disc Mower**
Item No. 77700-05698
- Durable die cast construction
- Accurate scale design with detailed features and graphics
- Three bladed discs like the real machine
- Mower can be folded to vertical position

**RTV-X1120 Utility Vehicle**
Item No. 77700-06466
- Accurate scale model with high quality detail and graphics
- Tilt up dump cargo box

**PEDAL TRACTORS**

**M5-111 Pedal Tractor**
Item No. 77700-06374
- Get ready to ride your very own pedal tractor!
- Metal die cast pedal tractor styled after the classic M5-111 Kubota tractor
- Chain drive tractor—encourages kids to be active!
- Authentic Kubota graphics and colors
- Large rear tires provide easy traction and movement
- Full-function steering
- For the next generation of Kubota owners, ages 3 and up

**Plastic Trailer**
Item No. 77700-03612
- Don’t forget the trailer for your tractor!
- 20” long x 15” high x 8” wide
- Plastic wheels with rubber tires
- Designed to be pulled behind the M5-111 Pedal Tractor 77700-06374

**M135GX Pedal Tractor with Loader and Trailer**
Item No. 77700-05538
- Kids will love this pedal tractor, whether they are pretending to be a construction worker or farmer!
- Durable molded plastic with lots of detail and bright colored finish looks just like the real tractor!
- Full control of the loader from the drivers seat, allowing you to scoop, carry and dump from the comfort of a bucket seat with back rest
- Tread on the tractor tires provides traction on a variety of surfaces including pavement, grass, gravel and dirt
- Use the matching, detachable trailer to deliver and load cargo to where it needs to go
RTV-X1120D & RTV900 Pull-Back Utility Vehicles

RTV-X1120D Item No. 77700-06301
RTV900 Item No. 77700-03013

• Your little buddy will enjoy hours of fun with these rugged RTVs and their pull back and let go reverse-wind spring motor
  • Durable molded plastic
  • Metal axle and movable hard rubber tires
  • Highly detailed to resemble the real RTVs

RTV-X1120D Plush Toy
Item No. 77700-05505

• Your child will adore the softness of this RTV Plush Toy
  • 5.75” wide x 6.75” high x 8.5” long
  • Brightly colored, machine washable material
  • For ages 6 months to 8 years

Remote Controlled RTV-X1120D Utility Vehicle
Item No. 77700-05490

• Your child can KEEP IT KUBOTA with this action-packed Remote Controlled RTV-X1120D Utility Vehicle
  • Simple, easy-to-function remote
  • Standard forward, backward, left and right controls
  • Durable molded construction for indoor and outdoor use
  • Features lift/dump cargo box

Mini Monster RTV-X1120D
Item No. 77700-06300

• This Mini Monster RTV-X1120D utility vehicle is ready to tackle the toughest tasks on a variety of terrain with its oversized hard rubber tires
  • Friction motor for smooth operation—no batteries needed!
  • Rugged die cast construction for indoor and outdoor fun
**SSV65 Skid Steer with Loader & Attachments**  
Item No. 77700-06297

- Authentic engine and horn sound effects
- Fully functional arms with pivoting assembly that accepts attachments
- Hay bales included
- Movable rubber wheels and durable molded construction
- Realistic detail and graphics
- Interchangeable attachments include—

**KX080-4 Excavator**  
Item No. 77700-03890

- Body rotates 360°
- Kids will dig this Excavator that features a fully functional boom arm with a pivoting bucket, detailed graphics and durable molded construction for endless fun in the rocks, sandbox, dirt and more!
- Movable rubber tracks
- Front blade moves up/down and left/right

**SVL90-2 Compact Track Loaders**  
1:18 Scale Item No. 77700-03891  
1:36 Scale Item No. 77700-03521

- Moves like the real SVL90-2 with fully functional arms and pivoting bucket
- Durable molded construction for any job!
- Quality detail and graphics
- Movable rubber tracks

**SSV65 Skid Steer Pull-Back**  
Item No. 77700-06725

- Pull back and let go reverse-wind spring motor provides buckets of fun for your little one!
- Fully functional arms with pivoting bucket
- Metal axle and movable hard rubber tires
SPECIALTY TOYS

10 Piece Turf Truck Set  
Item No. 77700-06298  
- Equip your child with all the turf maintenance equipment needed to get the job done!  
- Movable rubber tires and durable molded construction is tough enough for indoor or outdoor play!  
- Rear trailer door opens so you can load up and haul the Lawn Tractor to the new job site  
- Highly detailed with authentic Kubota logos and colors  
- Great for play or your collection  
- Contents include one of each of the following: Trailer with Pull-Out Side Canopy and Loading Ramp, Kubota Pickup Truck, Lawn Tractor with Hard Rubber Tires, Poseable Figure, MowerDeck, Back Pack Leaf Blower, Grass Trimmer, Chain Saw, Protective Helmet with Shield and Convenient Caddy for Accessory Tools

Delivery Truck 
Item No. 77700-04775  
- Cab doors open to access the steering wheel  
- Movable rubber tires and durable molded construction is tough enough for indoor or outdoor play!  
- Highly detailed—even the bottom of the truck!  
- Rear trailer door opens so your little farmer can load up and haul smaller toys  
- Great for play or your collection

11 Piece Dealership Play Set  
Item No. 77700-05493  
- All the components needed to start your own Kubota dealerships!  
- Exclusive design with highly detailed components inspire young minds to learn and explore  
- Easy to assemble pieces  
- Durable, bright colored plastic blocks  
- Contains 350 pieces for hours of fun  
- Build your Kubota dealership with easy to follow instructions  
- Front door of dealership opens/closes  
- Compatible with other building block brands  
- Dealership building actual size: 6.25" square x 8" high

350 Piece Dealership Building Blocks Set  
Item No. 77700-06229  
- Exclusive design with detailed components inspire young minds to learn and explore  
- Easy to assemble pieces  
- Durable, bright colored plastic blocks  
- Contains 350 pieces for hours of fun  
- Build your Kubota dealership with easy to follow instructions
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350 Piece Dealership Building Blocks Set  
Item No. 77700-06229  
- Exclusive design with detailed components inspire young minds to learn and explore  
- Easy to assemble pieces  
- Durable, bright colored plastic blocks  
- Contains 350 pieces for hours of fun  
- Build your Kubota dealership with easy to follow instructions
